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Abstract
A visually realistic tornadic supercell thunderstorm has been constructed in a fully immersive virtual reality environment to allow students to better understand the complex small-scale dynamics present in such a storm through data probing. Less-immersive versions have been created that run on PCs, facilitating broader dissemination. The activity has been tested in introductory meteorology classes over the last four years. An exercise involving the virtual storm was first used by a subset of students from a large introductory meteorology course in spring 2002. Surveys were used at that time to evaluate the impact of this activity as a constructivist learning tool. More recently, data probe capabilities were added to the virtual storm activity enabling students to take measurements of temperature, wind, pressure, relative humidity, and vertical velocity at any point within the 3-D volume of the virtual world, and see the data plotted via a graphical user interface. Similar surveys applied to groups of students in 2003 and 2004 suggest that the addition of data probing improved the understanding of storm-scale features, but the improved understanding may not be statistically significant when evaluated using quizzes reflecting short-term retention. The use of the activity was revised in 2005 to first have students pose scientific questions about these storms and think about a scientific strategy to answer their questions before exploring the storm. Once again, scores on quizzes for students who used the virtual storm activity were slightly better than those of students who were exposed to only a typical lecture, but differences were not statistically significant.
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Abstract. A visually realistic tornadic supercell thunderstorm has been constructed in a fully immersive virtual reality environment to allow students to better understand the complex small-scale dynamics present in such a storm through data probing. Less-immersive versions have been created that run on PCs, facilitating broader dissemination. The activity has been tested in introductory meteorology classes over the last four years. An exercise involving the virtual storm was first used by a subset of students from a large introductory meteorology course in spring 2002. Surveys were used at that time to evaluate the impact of this activity as a constructivist learning tool. More recently, data probe capabilities were added to the virtual storm activity enabling students to take measurements of temperature, wind, pressure, relative humidity, and vertical velocity at any point within the 3-D volume of the virtual world, and see the data plotted via a graphical user interface. Similar surveys applied to groups of students in 2003 and 2004 suggest that the addition of data probing improved the understanding of storm-scale features, but the improved understanding may not be statistically significant when evaluated using quizzes reflecting short-term retention. The use of the activity was revised in 2005 to first have students pose scientific questions about these storms and think about a scientific strategy to answer their questions before exploring the storm. Once again, scores on quizzes for students who used the virtual storm activity were slightly better than those of students who were exposed to only a typical lecture, but differences were not statistically significant.

1 Introduction

In 1996, the U.S. National Research Council (in the National Science Education Standards; NRC, 1996) and the National Science Foundation (Shaping the Future; NSF, 1996) urged that all students have access to excellent undergraduate education in science, and that these students learn science by direct experience with the methods and processes of inquiry. Such methods are common in the fields of chemistry and physics where laboratory experiments allow students to directly measure quantities with instruments and experience phenomena with their senses. In meteorology, the difficulty of reproducing most atmospheric phenomena in the classroom restricts similar applications.

To get around this restriction for at least one atmospheric phenomenon, we have developed a tool that takes advantage of most people's inherent fascination with severe weather and tornades and allows students to discover, measure, and explore in a virtual supercell thunderstorm environment. The virtual storm will be described in this paper, and preliminary results from pedagogical studies using the tool will be presented.

2 Background

The content and teaching methodology for the introductory meteorology course where the virtual storm activity has been tested at Iowa State University is based on a constructivist approach (e.g., Yarger et al., 1999). With this approach, the individual learner 'constructs' his/her own knowledge and skills (e.g., Dewey, 1933/1998) based upon their current and past knowledge. Bruner (1990) outlines the principles of constructivist theory as:
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Instruction must be concerned with the experiences and contexts that make the student willing and able to learn (readiness);

2. Instruction must be structured so that it can be easily grasped by the student;

3. Instruction should be designed to facilitate extrapolation and/or fill the gaps.

Following these guiding principles, learning in the meteorology class is focused on web-based simulations and weather forecasting and in-class activities where students discover principles and formulate hypotheses on their own. These are supplemented by short periods of lecturing to introduce fundamental principles of atmospheric physics and weather phenomena. This is also reflected in the grading scale that strongly de-emphasizes traditional exams and bases the grade mainly on the activities that the students have performed on their own or in small teams. The virtual storm activity is based on the same principles of active engagement and discovery by the individual students within a virtual reality environment (e.g., Winn, 1993; Dede, 1995).

The goals and constructs of the virtual storm activity are similar to those of the Visual Geophysical Exploration Environment (VGEE) project (e.g., Pandya et al., 2002; Bramer et al., 2006), which combines new pedagogical models with advances in technology to create an inquiry-based geoscience learning environment (see http://www.dpc.ucar.edu/vgee/intro.html for more details). Bramer et al. have noted that with increasingly complex technological tools such as powerful visualizations, special care must be taken with introductory level students to ensure that they receive the same benefits scientists would from the visualization. They recommend the use of concept models, probes, and traditional content to achieve this goal.

3 Overview of the virtual storm

Initial development of the virtual supercell thunderstorm began at a time when numerical model simulations of tornadic supercells did not accurately reproduce many of the well-known visual features that span a wide range of spatial scales (e.g., comma-shaped rain core, tornado). The numerical model output was not visually realistic enough to allow its direct inclusion into the virtual world. Thus, it was determined that the virtual storm would have to be created from scratch, making use of an artist frequently consulting with a meteorologist. Photographs, videos, and guidance from those with experience in tornado intercept projects were used heavily to create this visually realistic artistic rendering of a tornadic supercell. The result might be thought of as a 21st century three-dimensional (3-D) version of the simple two-dimensional (2-D) schematics often used in textbooks to convey complex information to students. Using the method described above, a virtual supercell thunderstorm scaled to match those commonly observed was created. It could be viewed in a highly immersive CAVE™-like environment (Cruz-Neira et al., 1993) or on a desktop PC.

A view of two users within the CAVE™ environment can be seen in Fig. 1. The virtual storm represents an instant in time during the mature, roughly steady-state, stage of a tornadic supercell, and includes such visually realistic features as a wall cloud, tornado, tail cloud, comma-shaped rain region, anvil cloud, rear-flank downdraft clear slot, mammatus,
and shelf cloud. The thunderstorm cloud itself was scaled to be roughly 10 miles across its narrow axis and 50 miles long, with anvil cloud extending far downwind at high levels. Audio representing the roar of the tornado, rain of varying intensities, and hail is also present in the appropriate regions of the storm. A view of the storm from a large distance away is shown in Fig. 2.

One design challenge faced during construction was allowing flexibility in the application of the virtual tool. The virtual storm was designed so that it could be used in almost any educational setting, from K-12 through graduate education. During the initial development, different software had to be used for the highly immersive CAVE™ version than for the version that would run on PCs more directly accessible to students. Changes were later made to use the VRJuggler virtual reality framework (Bierbaum et al., 2001) which allows the same version to be used on the desktop and in the immersive environment. This change along with the change from a proprietary graphics library to an open source one allows for widespread dissemination of the virtual tool on most platforms.

The distinct visual features present in the virtual storm (e.g., wall cloud, anvil cloud, tornado) can serve as the motivation for students to explore and reason. In the early version of the activity, students could only experience the storm through their visual sense. Thus, when students were working with the virtual storm they were given questions to guide their exploration and encourage scientific thinking such as:

1. Where is the tornado usually found within the storm?
2. Why do forecasters look for a hook shape in the rain area to find a likely location for a tornado?

These questions, and similar ones, would require students to navigate throughout the storm. During such navigation, students would note that their entire perspective of the storm changes as they move into regions with lower cloud bases or restricted visibility due to rain (see Fig. 3). The navigation can be performed as though one is driving (as would be common among National Weather Service storm “spotters” in the United States) or flying (which might be what researchers would experience in a research aircraft during an experiment). Questions like (1) are then used as a catalyst to have students offer explanations for why the tornado is not in the middle of the storm. The questions used at Iowa State University in 2005 to guide students in an introductory meteorology class in discovery of storm-scale processes are shown in Appendix A.

4 Data probing capability

To provide additional opportunities for students to discover, explore, and learn as scientists would, data-probing capability was added to the application via a Graphic User Interface (GUI). Based on observational studies in the literature such as Wakimoto et al. (1998) and Markowski et al. (2002), a data field was created for several atmospheric parameters to match the visual features of the virtual supercell thunderstorm. Figures showing vertical motion, pressure perturbations and horizontal winds at different elevations were taken from Wakimoto et al. and assumed to roughly represent the virtual storm. Temperature perturbations and relative humidity values were also assigned based on Wakimoto et al. and Markowski et al., and simple parcel theory. The spatial distribution of significant perturbations in these fields was carefully matched with the depiction of the cloud and precipitation regions within the virtual storm. These data were interpolated to 5–8 vertical levels chosen to capture important layers within the storm. For instance, temperature perturbations near the ground (lowest kilometer or so) reflect the low-level cold pool associated with melting and evaporation of rain, and adiabatic warming within the rear-flank downdraft. At middle levels (roughly 2–8 km elevation) the warm core within the buoyant updraft can be sampled. Relative humidities depict some of the same features.

The GUI was developed using the Tweek software package. Tweek is an extensible toolkit that allows a 2-D Java GUI to communicates with virtual environment applications (Hartling and Cruz-Neira, 2005). This software allowed the 2-D GUI to be separated from the virtual storm itself, which was presented within a separate graphics window (see Fig. 3). The only information passed between the two is the user’s position in the virtual space, and the direction the user is looking. The GUI allows a student to sample data at any point as they navigate in the virtual world. The measurements that they take are then displayed on a map, along with all prior measurements. To control the large amounts of data

Fig. 3. PC version of activity, showing both graphical window and GUI. Large gray arrow shows direction student is facing at left. Student has selected temperature to plot, and perturbation values are shown in color in GUI window. Data from a range of weather parameters is shown in table in lower portion of GUI.
that can accumulate, simple color-coding is used on the map, and more precise data readings are displayed in a separate table beneath the map. In Fig. 3, the student has sampled several points for temperature information. The sampling can occur in three dimensions – a slider scale on the right side of the GUI map allows the student to move up or down in the atmosphere. When a student samples data, the data are assumed to be collected from an instrument operating like a vertical sounder. Thus, all information in the vertical is collected at a single point by just one click of the mouse button. The student not only sees the value of weather parameters sampled, but also knows the location where the data are valid – an arrow in the GUI window indicates the horizontal position, while elevation information is provided next to the weather data.

To improve navigation, the GUI was designed so that students can choose to either navigate around in the virtual storm graphics window (left side of Fig. 3), or simply click positions on the GUI map (right side of Fig. 3), in which case they are taken immediately to that spot in the virtual world. Although there are pros and cons for navigating in each window, most students have been found to prefer to use the virtual world for navigation. This result is surprising since the GUI is a much faster way to probe the system, and students should quickly observe that. There is some evidence students may use the GUI more as they become more familiar with the activity. Clicking in the GUI window is the fastest way to move to a particular spot in the storm environment, but because of limited resolution, precise positioning (such as what would be needed to find the coldest temperature perturbation at the surface in the area of heaviest rain and hail) can require navigation in the virtual storm graphics window.

5 Impact on student learning

Preliminary studies of the impact of the use of the activity on student learning have been conducted over four years. During spring 2002, the GUI was not available; during 2003, a simple version of the GUI had just been developed, and students could probe for temperature information alone. The completed activity has been available to students in 2004 and 2005. During each year, surveys and quizzes were distributed to the 200–400 students enrolled in the introductory meteorology course at Iowa State University (MTEOR 206). One survey was performed at the beginning of the semester to determine students’ interest in various meteorological topics, opinions about science, and initial understanding about severe weather and tornadoes. Because the virtual storm activity itself was only available on PCs in one lab during the 4 semesters of testing, volunteers were solicited from the class with the promise of extra credit for participation. During each of the four years, between 10–25 students served as a test group for the use of the application. In all four years, it was found that final course grades for the test group were similar to those of the remainder of the students, and thus the sample was a representative subset. Because the testing was designed to determine the impact of the activity used in a constructivist setting, the students used the virtual storm prior to any lectures being given on severe weather. These students were given instructions on how to use the activity and were then sent into the virtual world (some in teams of 2) to answer a few questions. As mentioned above these questions were tailored to encourage the students to explore the system and discover the pertinent information.

After these students had completed the use of the virtual storm, they were given a survey to provide feedback on their experience with the activity. In addition, these students were given a quiz testing their understanding of severe thunderstorms with tornadoes. Later in the semester, after a traditional lecture on severe thunderstorms and tornadoes, the entire class was given the same quiz on their understanding of these topics.

During the first year, the virtual storm group’s scores on the classroom-wide quiz improved by an average of 3.8 points over what they received when taking the quiz immediately after exploring the virtual storm. This result was statistically significant (paired t-test, p=0.0002). The students also had a higher average score on the second quiz than the rest of the class, but the result was not statistically significant, implying the virtual storm by itself was not a good means of teaching about tornadic storms. The purely visual aspect of the activity in this first year (no GUI yet available) may have limited its use as a constructivist tool (students exposed to the virtual storm prior to having any other teaching about severe storm dynamics). Student feedback, although usually positive, did suggest three shortcomings: (i) more information was desired than just what the eye could see, (ii) navigation was cumbersome, and (iii) students often became disoriented.

Some of these shortcomings were addressed in year 2 when the simple GUI was added. The GUI allowed for the addition of other visual information, and the group of students indicated in surveys that problems with getting disoriented disappeared. The average results from the quizzes were almost identical to the previous year. The students scored an average of 3.5 points higher on the second quiz than on the first. This was again found to be statistically significant (paired t-test, p=0.098). Once again there was also not a statistically significant difference between the students that used the virtual storm and those that did not. However, variance in scores in the quiz immediately following the virtual storm activity was much less than in year 1, which together with the fact that the mean score was about the same, implies the data probing may have helped all students to do well, and resulted in less dependence of performance on prior knowledge about severe thunderstorms and tornadoes. Additional testing in year 3 showed similar results to that from the earlier years.

Finally, in 2005, the application of the activity was altered based on positive results that had been found in the use of
a science writing heuristic applied to chemistry laboratories (Rudd et al., 2002). Students were first asked to write some of their own questions about severe thunderstorms and tornadoes and then asked to think of data collection strategies they should perform to answer their questions. After this more methodological approach was applied, the scores of student volunteers after taking quiz two were again found to average higher than those of students who did not use the virtual activity, but differences were not statistically significant. The lack of statistical significance may be due to the fact that constructivist activities such as this one have their greatest benefit in long-term retention or application of material (Lehrer, 1993), and the use of multiple choice quizzes immediately after exposure to the activity to measure impact during these four years is a poor measure of its impact (Fullan, 1993; Reeves and Okey, 1996). It is also likely, however, that the use of the activity without any prior lecturing on the topic put students at a disadvantage, as they may have lacked a sufficient existing knowledge base on to which they could integrate new knowledge (Yarger and Thomas, 1999).

6 Conclusions

A virtual tornadic thunderstorm has been developed to allow student exploration and discovery of storm-scale atmospheric dynamics. The virtual storm has been developed using VR software that allows for widespread dissemination and use on both PCs and immersive systems. The visual realism of the storm and a user-friendly GUI that allows students to collect and display meteorological data permit the entire tool to be used in a wide range of educational settings from K-12 (elementary school students enjoy simply “touring” the storm as though it were a video game, whereas high school students are able to make meaningful conclusions based on weather data they collect) through graduate-level meteorology courses.

Learning outcomes collected during four consecutive years with the Virtual Tornado activity in various stages of development suggest that this tool is best used to complement instruction in the traditional lecture environment. Although most students feel comfortable navigating in a virtual learning environment, they still require guidance to grasp the complexity of a severe thunderstorm system and to understand the causes of the multiple phenomena occurring within the system. Future work should include testing with groups of students having exposure to lecture material prior to use of the virtual storm activity. In addition, improvements in the impact of the activity might also be obtained by exposing students to more simple applets (e.g., Ackerman and Whittaker 2005) demonstrating processes important in severe storm and tornado formation prior to use of the virtual storm itself.

Appendix A

The following comments and questions were used to guide students in their use of the virtual storm activity during testing in 2005.

This exercise will place you in a virtual environment where you will experience a severe thunderstorm similar to those occurring in nature. Before beginning, think about the severe storms you may have experienced in your lifetime or heard about, and storms that produce tornadoes. What are some questions you have about these types of storms, and features you don’t fully understand about them?

Think about the questions you wrote down earlier. What data do you think you will have to record to try to answer your questions? In what areas/locations do you think you would need to collect these data?

For today, we will use the structure below to investigate the storm. Please answer the questions below by spending time navigating all around the storm. In addition, keep in mind your own questions that you raised above. In some of the questions below, you will need to take temperature and wind measurements.

1. Explore the storm and sketch what you think the cloud area and precipitation area would look like if viewed from directly above, as though a weather satellite were seeing it.

2. Find the tornado in the storm, and note its location on your sketch on the previous page.

3. Describe the general wind pattern outside of the storm (what directions are the winds blowing, and how do these change as you go up in the atmosphere)?

4. Describe how the patterns of cloud and precipitation relate to the location of the tornado, and give possible reasons for any symmetry or asymmetry you see (in other words, is the tornado right in the middle, toward the side, etc., and why do you think it is where it is).

5. Determine where the coldest temperature perturbation exists near the ground, and discuss what you see going on there.

6. Explain why the temperatures may have become so cool there.

7. Explore the area within 1–2 miles of the tornado near the ground and describe what the temperature field looks like (what are the temperature perturbations and how do they vary)?

8. Explain what you think is happening to produce the temperature perturbations you see near the tornado (if it is cold, why is it cold; if it is warm, why is it warm).
9. REFLECTION: How have your ideas about severe thunderstorms changed, if at all?

10. Try to answer your own questions that you wrote down earlier. If you need to, explore the storm and collect additional data you think you might need to answer your questions. What do you think the data are showing with respect to your questions?

11. Finally, write an explanation of tornadic storms that you would use if you had to teach 10th grade students at a local high school about the storms.
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